RFCU - UGANDA

Rwenzori Farmers’ Co-operative Union – RFCU consists of members who are engaged in the production of vanilla, coffee
and cocoa. The Union represents thirteen Primary Cooperative Societies in the Rwenzori region of western Uganda, with
a total membership of 3200 farming households, of which 2100 produce coffee. RFCU started as an association of
farmers in 2005 and registered as a Union in 2014. The vision of the union is to be a self-reliant legal entity that
sustainably contributes to the development of its members, while its mission is to consistently produce and market a
diversity of high quality products using ethical production methods to improve the income of members.
63
1680

active members
2100 coffee members
Certifications:
FairTrade
Registration date:
2005
Total productive hectares:
840
Average yield per hectare:
1112 kg green beans
Total production capacity:
934 MT green beans
Total volume available 201819 season:
44 MT green beans

RFCU has worked with
members that produce
vanilla and cocoa, and
they started including the
coffee value chain in their
business together with
Progreso since 2015.
Over the years, RFCU has
increased their staff
capacity and knowledge
on the coffee value chain

and the services for their members in terms of training on agricultural
practices for good coffee production. Also, they obtained the
FairTrade certificate for all three crops. However, RFCU has not yet
been able to achieve high quality and good sales results of their coffee.
Up to 2019* it shows that RFCU has been strong in creating trust
among their members
and has been building up
good relationships with
other organizations. With
these relationships
established, RFCU is now
comitted to export a
container of high quality
coffee, while further
developing their coffee
business.

* In 2019, the MIDCA tool was revised and improved. The results from 2019 cannot be fully compared with
the MIDCA results from earlier assessments, and therefore are depicted in a separate figure.

